
Tom Kenison, AIFD,
Owner of Crossroads Florist
Experienced florist maintains success with youthful exuberance and creativity.

By Jane DeMarco

Q&A  | TOM KENISON, OWNER OF CROSSROADS FLORIST

Q: How did you get into the
 flower business?

When I was 15, I got a part-time job 
sweeping up and doing odd jobs at my 
local florist. I loved it. When I came out of 
college with a degree in veterinary science 
and couldn’t find a job, I went to work for 
a florist full time. I got training on the job, 
was somewhat self-taught and became 
AIFD certified in 1979.

That was it. I realized this was the 
career for me and over the years have 
appreciated how lucky I am to have this 
outlet for my imagination. I really can’t 
believe that I come to work and get to 
do what I really love every day. I have an 
idea, I sell it to a client, then I interpret it 
and can hardly wait to build it to see how 
it comes out. Then there’s that heady high 
at the end of the creation when I see the 
smiles that the work evokes, which just 
makes me want to do it more!

I opened my first store in 1979 and 
subsequently moved and opened Cross-
roads 30 years ago. Surely, this makes    
me an old fogey! But, apart from some  
sore finger joints, I think I’m more  
creative and productive now than I  
was when I first started.

Q: Who are your customers, and 
where do they come from?

My business is located in a large hotel-
and-office complex, which has allowed 
me to focus on event and corporate work. 
Seventy-five percent of my business comes 
from larger events, with this hotel and  
others sending lots of business my way.  
I’m also at the point in my career where 
I’m doing grand weddings for the children 
and grandchildren of wedding clients from 
the 1970s and ’80s.

Over the last 12 years, I feel that I’ve 
come into my own as an event and floral 
designer. Not only do I do flowers, but 
I build and install structures, use fabric 
and lighting, and have become a balloon 
expert. I want to be the best florist or die 

trying! My clients see and feel this and 
know that even if they use me repeatedly, 
they will get something new and stunning 
each time.

As my shop is hidden in the complex,  
I don’t really have a curbside storefront, so 
my website has become this. I’m a believer 
in great websites; this and wonderful  
customer reviews have driven the other  
25 percent of my business, which is the 
more typical sympathy, birthday and  
day-to-day floral work.

Q: What staff do you employ, and  
  what are their roles?

I do 80 percent of the design work. I’m 
a bit of a control freak, but I believe I get 
only one chance to get it right. I do del-
egate to the other designers hired to help 
me with the big events, but I always do the 
preliminary model.

Over the last six years, I have had  
a wonderful partnership with Manisha  
Dhimar, who has made it possible for  
us to do many Asian Indian weddings. 
Manisha builds mandaps and other cer-
emony structures, which we’ve also used 
as chuppahs in Jewish ceremonies. This 
business connection has allowed me to 
blossom as a designer, giving me creative 
outlets to use colors and materials that 
typical customers might not use.

I designed and built my own website, 
and I do the videos and slideshows for my 
Facebook page. I like this aspect of my 
business and have become good at it.

I manage the day-to-day business but 
have an accountant friend who keeps me 
and my books in line.

Q: Where and how do you buy 
your flowers?

I’m a firm believer in supporting my 
local wholesalers, DVFlora, Mrs. Blooms 
Direct and Buds Floral Importers & 
Distributors. These folks bend over back-
wards to get me just what I need when I 
want it. Sometimes, if I’m wanting a cre-

The work done by Crossroads 
Florist garners phenomenal 

reviews on all social media outlets. 
Anyone looking for consistently 
gorgeous and creative floral design 
in Mahwah, N.J. and surrounding 
communities is crossing roads with 
Tom Kenison, AIFD. Tom has been 
in the floral business for 40 years, 
with 38 of them as owner of brick-
and-mortar stores. His customers 
comment on his energy and never-
ending creativity, so I was eager to 
talk with him not only about his 
business but also about his secrets 
for eternal youth.
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ative outing, I’ll head to Manhattan’s flower 
district. Even though it disappears a bit each 
year, it’s still a great place.

Q: What’s the biggest challenge  
to your business?

I’ve come to the realization that although 
I might never be rich, I am so happy. I want 
to retain that happiness and keep doing this 
work. This means that I have to get serious 
about finding the right kind of help. I’m 64, 
in good shape and still have lots of energy, 
but for how long? So this is the challenge.

Q: How are you staying fresh  
and relevant?

I’m really lucky to have this need to  
totally reinvent the wheel with everything  
I embark upon. It seems like I’m always  
consciously and subconsciously thinking  
of new ideas. This alone fuels my creativity. 
It’s as if I just have to get it out!

I love the process with clients who come 
in with event ideas, then I build my experi-
ence into it and, before you know it, we  
have over-the-top simplicity — gorgeous 
large structures with clean lines and amazing  
colors. The eyes look at them and just smile.

Q: What does your holiday season 
business model look like?

    The hotel and corporate businesses 
are obviously big into holiday décor, and 
over the years, I’ve built a great client base. 
The hotel here has been my exclusive cus-
tomer for 30 years, and I do a dozen trees 
for offices within the complex. I work with 
each to design the look they want and then 
buy, build, take down and store the product 
in a storage room in the complex where my 
shop is. Starting at Thanksgiving, my team  
of six helpers and I begin installation.

It helps if you dream about Christmas, 
which I do all year long. I do corporate  
holiday parties, and these clients often  
want something a bit different. I made  
trees out of upside-down garden trellises  
and stood pots of orchids on the crossbars. 
I like glass and lighting and have done lots 
with glass cylinders dressed with parcel  
ribbon, holding Cymbidium orchids. You  
become what you think about, and, by  
now, I must be the holiday elf.

Q: If you could travel anywhere to 
develop as a floral designer and 

businessperson, where would you go?
On every level, I want to go to Hawaii, to 

see and smell the flowers, learn about their 
cultivation and get myself to a beach  
to become more fresh and relevant.

Q: What is the most interesting,  
funny or touching thing that  

has happened to you in your work?
I’ve found myself getting a bit teary at 

every wedding I’ve done this year. I’m not 
sure why. Maybe I’m just grateful to be still 
doing this and cognizant of time. Maybe as 
we mature, we become more sensitive and  
in tune with the happiness around us.

Q: What’s next for your business?
I’ve had such success with the e-

commerce side of my business, which allows 
customers to select and partially design their 
delivery floral arrangements. I think I can 
do this for larger event concepts, too, so I’m 
going to work on this next.

I also like to make things with my hands 
and am going to build more structures, sav-
ing me from ordering the predictable from 
the rental companies.

I worried that I never learned to relax, be-
cause I don’t sit around and watch TV. Now 
I’m thinking that this preoccupation with the 
creative and engineering of my floral design 
work might be the way I relax. So, this year 

I will relax from worrying about relaxing, 
stay 100 percent preoccupied with design 
and continue to sleep like a dog! n
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